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Abstract
This article discusses Citayam Fashion Weeks from a mediatization perspective. The purpose of this article is to examine the socio-cultural dynamics behind the Citayam Fashion Weeks phenomenon. This article argues that the ease of using the media has encouraged the birth of subcultures into the public sphere. The findings of the study show that the media make it easier for subcultures to gain existence. The logic of the media then creates a shift in meaning and banalization of the identity of Citayam Fashion Weeks as a subculture. The existence of subcultures is then related to their ability to adapt to large figurations in the surrounding environment.
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INTRODUCTION

The Citayam Fashion Weeks phenomenon has been viral for several months. When this article was compiled (July 2022), the conversation about Citayam Fashion Weeks began to dim. However, the emergence of a subculture similar to Citayam Fashion Weeks will probably repeat itself in the current mediatization situation. That is a situation where people's lives are closely related to the use of media and communication practices.

On the one hand, the emergence of subcultures is like fresh air in the narrative of Indonesian cultural diversity. This means that the community still inspires and implements the philosophy of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika as a national narrative to bind cultural diversity in one unity of national life. On the other hand, the emergence of subcultures also has the potential to create conflict and social disintegration. This article will examine and predict when the phenomenon of the emergence of new subcultures or practices—in the context of communication and media—can emerge, go viral, and persist in the future.

Citayam Fashion Weeks started as a group of teenagers from the outskirts of Jakarta who spent the weekend in the Sudirman Central Business District (SCBD) business district, South Jakarta. The youths came from Citayam, Bojonggede, or Depok by using the KRL Commuter Line to enjoy the time, singing with guitar together, observing the elite environment around Dukuh Atas station, and taking selfies under the splendor of SCBD office buildings. Even though they are not professional models or wearing expensive outfits, the splendor of the SCBD environment as a backdrop makes the photos of the suburban teenagers look aesthetic.
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Some content creators initially coincidentally interviewed teenagers who appeared to be in pairs. The teenage couple in simple and plain clothes seemed shy to answer questions naturally. The way they answered and dressed as teenagers attracted the public. Often, TikTok content or photos of those teenagers from the outskirts of Jakarta are viral on Instagram.

Content creators and several well-known artists participated in making interview parodies that imitated the gestures and clothing styles of those teenagers. People from various circles, public figures, and even regional leaders came to SCBD. They, with their style, took part in capturing photos and dressed like models at the SCBD zebra cross. The excitement of SCBD turned into a spirit of outfit performance competition, which was presented as a model and created a new term; Citayam Fashion Weeks.

Teenagers who were viral in some of the content, in the beginning, are increasingly appearing in the mass media and social media. The abbreviation SCBD changed to Sudirman, Citayam, Bojonggede, and Depok because it showed a large number of people from these areas who came. The weekly event turns into a crowd every day in a fashion show where everyone takes turns crossing like a model in a zebra cross.

The crowd that exceeds the limit leaves scattered garbage. The use of zebra crosses outside the crossing function also causes traffic congestion. Not to mention, some teenagers who don't go home, but sleep in the public area to wait for Citayam Fashion Weeks the next day or because they missed the commuter line curfew. Several groups began to protest against social violations which led to demands for the disbandment of Citayam Fashion Weeks.

**Mediatization and The Rising of Subcultures**

Citayam Fashion Weeks is a natural, common, and natural social phenomenon. The original purpose of the teens was just to hang out enjoying the weekend. Teenagers who come from the suburbs of the capital city, want to enjoy a different atmosphere in the new area of Jakarta which is intended for the public. It is also natural for teenagers
who are in the phase of showing their existence and self-actualization to build social networks. The phenomenon of Citayam Fashion Weeks was initially as natural as workers in urban areas who wanted to enjoy a weekend at the beach, or mountain people who wanted to try restaurants in malls on holidays.

Several subcultures have emerged that are synonymous with specific fashion styles such as Harajuku in Japan and La Sape in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. However, the Citayam Fashion Week phenomenon is different from the two sub-cultures. First, Harajuku is a subculture that has been oriented towards fashion from the start. While the teenagers of Citayam Fashion Weeks had the initial purpose of just hanging out. Even if the Citayam, Bojonggede, or Depok teenagers in SCBD have different clothing styles, in the sense that they are not like the clothing styles of Jakarta teenagers which are generally more expensive, it is simply because of economic limitations.

Similarly, Society of Atmosphere-setters and Elegant People (La Sape) originated from the desire of the Congolese workers to appear dressed in the fashion of the French youth. Congolese youths who were colonized by France were willing to work hard just to get second-hand French clothes. Worse, Congolese youth care more about and fight for appearance than education or economic level. A poor Congolese youth would not eat as long as he/she wore clothes similar to the French style. This is different from teenagers in SCBD who wear makeshift clothes, cheap, even people's gifts.

However, both Harajuku, La Sape, and Citayam Fashion Weeks have one thing in common. All three subcultures are well known for
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their use of media. People know harajuku because of exposure to movies or Japanese songs. While La Sape was popularized by one of the Congolese singers, Papa Wemba. As well as Citayam Fashion Weeks is famous for videos or photos on various social media platforms TikTok, Instagram, or YouTube.

As a social system, the existence and development of Citayam Fashion Week involve several aspects. First, there is a mode of transportation that supports community mobility to come to the SCBD area. From a sociological perspective, transportation is an inseparable aspect of the process of constructing social reality. Teenagers and people from various areas outside Jakarta can use commuting by only paying IDR 4000 to arrive at Dukuh Atas Station. Likewise, the SCBD area is increasingly strategic and affordable with a choice of Mass Rapid Transit (MRT), busways, or urban transportation (angkot) that has stops within walking distance.

As an office area in the center of Jakarta, SCBD has a clean, new, and comfortable setting for hanging out. There are no entrance tickets or large food tenants that dominate, so SCBD feels like an inclusive public space. The public is also still free to choose snacks and even buy cheap coffee from traveling sellers (starling). This condition makes people from the periphery or the lower economic circles feel that they can reach SCBD as a public space.

Second, on the other hand, the development of media and communication tools makes it easier for everyone to access social
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The price of communication tools is increasingly diverse with a more practical and simple way of operating. The development of media and various communication tools has enabled youth or people from the economic and general education circles to be able to own and operate the media.

Urban people who generally use social media then adhere to the way media operate (media logic). Thus, the mediatization process in urban society fully adapts to the performance (logic) of the media. Media logic means that each media has its system, technology, features, and operational methods. For example, Twitter, which provides little space for characters, makes users make posts in short sentences. Unlike Facebook, which provides facilities for sharing text and photos in a large space so that users can tell stories or promote products in detail.

Mediatization in this context means a situation where people use the media in various activities, as well as the availability, sophistication, and ease of media capable of shaping communication practices and social dynamics. As a practical example, media users upload photos with hashtags to direct the digital algorithm system to find their status. Similarly, users check trending hashtags for the latest information updates. Another example, some users chase the number of views, amount of content, or duration of videos to get ads from social media platforms. Not infrequently, media users follow trends, manipulate information, and even create content outside social norms to get public attention.
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In the context of Citayam Fashion Weeks, the way public figures parody interviews or walk the zebra cross are examples of following trends. Some YouTubers also invite SCBD youth icons in podcasts and channels to increase the number of viewers. As a result, within a certain period, SCBD youth icons adorn various YouTube channels and even mass media on national TV.

However, media trends that create uniformity of information are also aligned with the potential for diversity created in cyberspace. The scholar explained that in social media, users are easier to form or break away from social networks. As a result, users can move from one information to another. In other words, the membership of media users in digital media networks is volatile and has more weak ties. As a result, trends in digital media are also increasingly volatile as users are free to seek out different or unique information outside the mainstream.

This is the third factor that makes Citayam Fashion Weeks viral, namely the uniqueness and authenticity that grabs the attention of the public in cyberspace. One of the authenticity and uniqueness of Citayam Fashion Weeks youth is its contradiction with the two previous public trends. For information, sometime before Citayam Fashion Weeks became the trending topic, the public had cynicism about the influencer trading fraud case and the activities of some influencers to Paris which were considered fake and manipulative.

In the first case, several months before Citayam Fashion Weeks, influencers and several public figures intensively exposed content about activities in Paris during the Paris Fashion Week period. It was as if the
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activities in Paris were part of Paris Fashion Week. Some parties sneered, the activities of these parties in Paris were not separated from mere promotions - far beyond the international popular fashion event Paris Fashion Week. The National Creative Economy Movement (Gekrafs), a supporting institution for creative economy Actors under the auspices of the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, explained that promotional activities to Paris were more accurately called the Paris Fashion Show, not Paris Fashion Week. People then create the term Citayam Fashion Weeks as a satire that wants to contrast mainstream influencers who appear so excited and luxurious in Paris, versus the innocence, honesty, simplicity, and reality of what teenagers are on the outskirts of Citayam, Bojong Gede, and Depok in Sudirman.

In the second case, several influencers trading who likes flexing has just been arrested for fraud. Flexing is a term that explains an activity of showing and identifying the self with expensive goods or a luxurious lifestyle through social media\(^\text{19}\). Some groups of people are embarrassed by the attitude of some trading influencers who like to waste or demean large amounts of money arrogantly. The public is more sympathetic to the victims who complained about the fraudulent crimes of some of these influencers. The flexing phenomenon is in stark contrast to the appearance of suburban teenagers who use flip-flops, cheap goods, and even borrowed clothes when hanging out in SCBD. The existence of suburban youth in SCBD seems to show community groups that exist in social reality in the capital city of Jakarta.

The public seems to be fed up with manipulative things from famous influencers that appear on social media. Thus, the public turns their attention to authentic things that become reality in people's lives. In interviews, suburban teenagers admitted that the price of clothes was below the average for malls or distribution centers, which are usually the general shopping places for young people from the middle to the upper-class economy in Jakarta. Some teenagers even admitted that they

bought clothes from thrift shops or received gifts from relatives. Another example is the teenagers innocently admitted the amount of pocket money they brought to hang out in SCBD. The amount of their pocket money is far below the salary of the employees working around SCBD.

The teenagers are honest, dare to exist, and are confident to appear in the elite area of SCBD with all their limitations. These teenagers show that the reality on the outskirts of Jakarta is not all as grand and luxurious as SCBD buildings.

**Shifting cultural values and banalization**

Unfortunately, the Citayam Fashion Weeks trend spreads louder and faster than the readiness of the figure to adapt to the socio-cultural values in the surrounding environment. Meanwhile, socio-cultural life will continue to move dynamically due to community developments and various social needs. Likewise, the community will also continue to adapt to social changes in their respective environments. Including, current society is in a mediated environment where all social activities are related to the presence of the media.

Some mediatization research shows that people have used the media in simple things such as waiting, daydreaming, on the way back and forth, decorating the house, doing housework, and even in personal matters such as increasing religious knowledge. These studies found that the media not only exists, but the media also changes the value and even the meaning of various community activities. For example, in terms of religion, sacred values can decrease or become banal because people often display sacred symbols through the media. Likewise, the public also becomes more flexible and divides their attention in carrying out various activities at once when connected to the media.


In the context of the emergence of subcultures, adjustment to and dependence on media also occurs in the Belgian urban areas. The daily life of a group of graffiti writers and skaters in Belgium has changed due to the development of the media. In a sense, firstly, the group's practice and work have changed to be oriented towards the popularity of the media, not as an artistic expression as the original objective was. Second, the work of subcultural groups changes according to popular culture that is spread by the mainstream media. Third, the graffiti and skater groups have changed their emphasis on commercialization to get sponsors, not for artistic reasons.

In the context of Citayam Fashion Weeks, the initial goal of teenagers who just want to hang out in their seats and feel the vibes of SCBD's majestic offices has begun to be shifted due to the trend of using media. The suburban teenagers seem to have been eliminated by the public who came to SCBD to show off their clothing styles over zebra cross for the sake of trending on social media. The typical clothing style of fringe teenagers is submerged in the more excited content creator's clothes. The new public activity that just came after the viral SCBD disturbed the teenagers who were there before. The public bustle also eliminates the atmosphere of the SCBD office which was originally comfortable and conducive to a bustle without knowing the time. SCBD has changed from Sudirman Central Business District to Sudirman, Citayam, Bojonggede, and Depok. Unfortunately, after going viral, teenagers from Citayam, Bojong Gede, and Depok were eliminated by content creators.

Socio-cultural dynamics make people create several values in different and new social practices. However, new dynamics or practices will be difficult to survive if they are not following the values in the social figuration in the larger environment around them. As a figuration,
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subcultures like Citayam Fashion Weeks are part of a social network from a larger societal figure. The implication is that the rules or values of the subculture should comply with the values, norms, or discourses of society. Compliance with social rules and values becomes a mechanism for the subculture to be accepted and harmonious with the big figuration above it.

The explanation above explains why there are protests from residents who are disturbed by the garbage left by the crowds of Citayam Fashion Weeks. This is because according to the regulations, there are already social order regulations that require the disposal of waste in the places that have been provided. Likewise, several groups remind teenagers who sleep on the SCBD pedestrian path. This is of course because normatively, public spaces have rules not to be used in personal activities such as sleeping. Likewise, road users who are embarrassed because the lane becomes blocked due to the zebra cross as a crossing place are made for fashion shows. Social activities that are generally inappropriate means that they have damaged the harmony of social figurations. Thus, the practice or subculture will have the potential to be opposed or rejected by the large figuration of the surrounding community.

This is different from activities that have been systematized, conditioned, and even protected by law. This means that the government and various related parties have adjusted their respective functions and roles to then agree on a common mechanism. For example, a car-free day activity that uses certain roads for pedestrians has been approved by various parties. Usually, there is traffic engineering so that the mobility of motorized vehicle users has an alternative. The days and hours for the use of the road are also limited so as not to interfere with the activities of the general public. In other words, activities involving the public, in general, have been conditioned
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not to interfere with each other and to accommodate the interests of various parties, without harming each other. With the consequences and mutual agreement, the community can accept the practice or subculture in the long term.

CONCLUSION

Community dynamics involve various social systems that are interconnected and move together. Each social aspect in society has its function and role. A society with the development of media and communication processes creates new socio-cultural practices. Including, the development of media and communication tools makes it easier for subcultures to emerge in the social environment. One of the drivers of public attention is the authenticity and uniqueness of a subculture. New practices or the existence of subcultures will last as long as they can move in harmony with the socio-cultural values that have become the order in the surrounding environment. On the other hand, new practices and subcultures that disrupt functions, roles, or social order will cause problems, conflicts, and opposition. As a result, new practices and subcultures will not survive or will disappear again, submerged in popular mainstream culture.
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